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Welcome
Our research began with a very simple premise: we wanted to 
learn how to better communicate the Great Commission with 
fellow Jesus followers. However, we quickly discovered that 
many Christians didn’t even have a basic grasp of the principles 
surrounding Christ’s mandate. They understood the Great 
Commandment, but not the Great Commission.

It became clear that those of us serving in traditional churches and 
missions agencies must alter the way we talk, and which topics 
we emphasise (or don’t emphasise) in teaching. We need to move 
beyond a message of salvation and redemption and connect the 

dots to what redemption is for — that we would “go and make disciples of all nations.”

At Operation Mobilisation (OM), what we have learned through this research has 
impacted the way we work. Although it’s not easy, we are implementing the knowledge 
acquired through this study to shift our strategies and the way we talk about them. 

Our hope is that church and ministry leaders can also learn from this research and apply it 
in their own local contexts. 

As believers, we have a job to do. It’s going to require all of us to enlist and inspire the 
engagement of the world’s Christians in the Great Commission. Of course, we can all 
agree: the Kingdom is worth the effort.

Geoff Peters 
Director, The Mission Gap Project

https://missiongap.org/
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So how do we best engage 
Jesus followers for His mission?

There are approximately 2.5 billion people in the world who profess to be 
Christians1 and every single one of us has the distinct honour and privilege 
to share Christ’s love with others, using our very own God-given talents, 
gifts and passions for His glory. 

Yet at the moment, approximately 440,000 (less than 1/10 of 1 percent)1 of the 
body of Christ is engaged in cross-cultural missions. Furthermore, Christians today 
steward less than 2% of their money to Christian causes, and less than 6% of that is 
to foreign missions.1

Our research confirmed these global statistics: there is a massive gap between 
what Jesus followers know we should do, and what we actually do. 

However, what is more important than the numbers is the reason WHY these 
numbers exist. That is the real revelation in this research, and it presents us with an 
opportunity to change the way we engage Jesus followers for the Great Commission.

The Roots of the Research

That is the focus of Operation 
Mobilisation (OM), and it’s the 
reason we decided to embark on this 
research study. Christ’s calling to 
us is clear. We are to “go and make 
disciples”—to live His example of 
love in every community on earth.

We are a global community 
of Jesus followers, united to 
share God’s love with those 
who don’t know it.

https://missiongap.org/
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The global landscape of Jesus followers is vibrant and textured, with distinct 
variances among countries, cultures and communities. To more effectively 
encourage and mobilise Jesus followers for God’s mission, we wanted to 
better understand this slice of society worldwide, including:

In this resource, we’ll unpack the global discoveries, and provide guidance for how 
you might apply this to your own ministry and those you serve. 

The ultimate intent of this research was to understand how to most effectively 
engage Jesus followers in the Great Commission. The findings dramatically expanded 
the implications. We had always planned to share the results outside of OM, but we 
did not anticipate our learning would carry such broad and global significance for 
mission agencies, ministries and churches today.  

Our research clearly shows, there is a way to 
bridge the mission gap.

Find out if Christians understand the Great Commission.

Learn about how they view the problems of the world. 

Discover how they feel Jesus followers could help solve world problems.

Identify the barriers that prevent them from taking missional action. 

1

2

3

4

The Original Research Objectives

As ministry leaders with hearts to 
inspire Jesus followers to serve 

God’s call, we need to act now to 
bridge the mission gap.

https://missiongap.org/
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Three focus groups were moderated in each country:

Australia

Brazil

Chile

Germany

Ghana

Hong Kong

USA

80

21

7

5

1

hours of 
insight

focus 
groups

countries

languages

common 
thread

Twenty-one focus group sessions each comprised of eight 
to ten active Christians were conducted in Australia, 
Brazil, Chile, Germany, Ghana and Hong Kong in 2018, 
and in the U.S. in 2019. Each focus group session was 
conducted live in the local language of the participants 
and moderator, with participants who:

    • were self-identified Christians 
    •  met criteria which defined active church participation

Participants were not informed of the name of the 
organisation that organised the research; they only knew 
they were selected because of their Christian faith.

We commissioned top consumer research and data 
analysis firms in each country to design and moderate 
the focus group discussions, using qualitative research 
methods recognised as best-practice.

Research Methodology

https://missiongap.org/
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The information collected in the twenty-one focus groups was captured, 
reviewed and analysed along the following subject areas:

 •  Participant demographics: age, gender, region, etc.

 •  Awareness of our God-mandated role in sharing Christ’s love with others.

 •  Personal value placed on the Great Commission. 

 •  Barriers that prevent personal missional activity (financial, spiritual, 
professional, etc.).

 •  Perceptions of best ways to motivate believers to live missionally through 
service and giving.

The results of the research yielded key insights to inform future action and can 
be summarised in three types of barriers to taking action.

Scope of Study and Analysis

Christians do not engage in 
missions because of what they:

https://missiongap.org/
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know

fear

hear

https://missiongap.org/
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When Jesus told us in the Great Commission (Matthew 28) that 
we’re to go into all the world to teach the gospel and make disciples, 
the word “go” is a very strong word. It means, “Don’t stay. Go!” That 
is the starting point of the Great Commission: the lordship of Jesus 
Christ. If we believe that Jesus is King and Lord, and He said to go 
into all the world, we must take His lordship seriously.

Our research with Jesus followers around the world reveals a 
lot about what may hold Jesus followers back from living a life 
fully focused on God’s mission. Overall, we learned that the Great 
Commission isn’t widely understood. However, even when we know 
what Christ has directed, fear can hold us back.

Fears about sacrifice, failure and even personal safety are very real. But so is the 
sovereignty of Christ. We believe that He can provide for and protect us, and that He has 
a better plan for us. So when Jesus says, “Go!” our question should not be “What sacrifice 
will I make?” or “What do I lose?” The question should be “Where do you want me to go?”

For over 60 years, OM has partnered with local churches around the world to increase 
the reach of the Gospel, and share God’s love with those who need it most. I hope you find 
this resource to be a valuable tool in your ministry.

Together for His Kingdom,

Lawrence Tong 
International Director, OM

It Begins with Jesus

https://missiongap.org/
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Three predominant themes were borne from the summary data. These 
three themes represent common barriers that keep Jesus followers from 
engaging with the Great Commission.

The barriers can be addressed in three words:

Know
Our research indicated the majority of Jesus followers around the world are 
unaware that they are called to use their full life, gifting and time as a worker for 
God’s mission—to share His love with those who haven’t experienced it. Many 
believe it is only the role of specially appointed “missionaries,” ministry workers or 
full time clergy.

Fear
Across countries and continents, a common barrier to missional activity and 
service among focus group participants was fear—fear of sacrifice, fear of failure 
and fear of safety. While some worried about their welfare in dangerous places, 
many hesitated to risk a loss of income or future opportunities and others even 
questioned whether their efforts would yield real, missional impact. 

Hear
Research participants were clear: they are interested in causes that address 
problems they care about, via methods that inspire them. Focus groups from 
some countries responded strongly to the idea of following Christ’s example, 
while participants in other countries were attracted to messages of positivity and 
inclusion. In some cases, a message which was well-received in one culture was 
offensive to another. 

Quick Findings

Let’s examine how the  focus group 
responses differ and align across borders.

https://missiongap.org/
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Know:
Do Christians around the world  
understand the Great Commission?

Growth starts
with one step
DiscipleStep is a simple tool that will help your 
church think outwardly by setting a goal and 
following through on a Christ-like act. 

Learn more at  
MissionGap.org/DiscipleStep

https://missiongap.org/
https://missiongap.org/disciplestep-about/
https://MissionGap.org/DiscipleStep
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we could assume most Christians know of—or have heard of—Jesus’ 
command to spread His teachings to all the nations of the world. But at a 
practical level, what does that mean to the average Jesus follower today? 
For those who obey Jesus’ instruction, what is their primary motivation? 
Alternately, what is the mindset and/or rationale for those who are not 
engaged in missional living? 

What do Christians today really know about their God-ordained role to 
go and make disciples?

Summary Findings
While a general understanding of the importance of sharing Christ’s love 
with others was expressed throughout the focus groups, responses varied 
widely from country to country with regard to their views on evangelism 
and discipleship, as well as their motivation—or lack thereof—to engage in 
missional activities.

The graphic shown depicts the words most often used as participants 
described their role as Christians and their motivation to live out their faith.

Overall, participants emphasised the importance of loving people and 
making a difference, or at least doing good for the benefit of others. 
One significant difference between the countries, however, was their 
motivation to live it out.

The following pages highlight the beliefs and motivations of each country.

At a surface level,

https://missiongap.org/
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Purpose and Role

Focus Group #1 
Australians, 18-34 years old

“I know what I’m supposed to be doing…I’m supposed to be preaching the Word, but I don’t do it. 
I don’t feel comfortable…”

This group felt it was important to be nice to people and give back to the community, fulfilling 
their natural sense of human good. One participant said their motivation is “not because Christ 
is telling me to be kind.” Another said, “I just do good things to people, not because I’m religious. 
I donate because I want to donate. I don’t spread any Christian thoughts.”

An innate feeling of “doing good” was the primary motivator for this group, and they specifically 
said scripture and the teaching of Christ did not influence their behaviour.

Focus Group #2 
Australians, 35-55 years old

Christians are “to be understanding and non-judgmental…to treat everyone with respect and 
not be angry.”

This mindset represents the primary expression of how the participants in this group believe 
their faith should be lived out. This age group credited the local church for shaping their 
thoughts and for presenting the case that pursuing this way of life is achievable.

Focus Group #3 
Australians, 18-55 years old

“We’re called to preach the gospel, but it may not necessarily be by word; it might just be by our 
actions…our example.” 

This group reported the local church was primarily responsible for engaging them in missional 
activities. “The church was encouraging parishioners to get more involved. There were not 
enough people doing some activities, so I said I’d give it a try.”

Australia

Collectively, all three Australian focus 
groups felt the primary role of Christians 
was to help others, give back to the 
community and make a difference. While 
scripture was occasionally referenced 
throughout the discussions, participants 
were most influenced by a general sense of 
human obligation along with the role model 
of the local church.

https://missiongap.org/
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Purpose and Role

Focus Group #1 
Brazilians, 18-34 years old

This group felt good behaviour was an important entry point for further engagement, so others 
could see Jesus in their actions and His love could be shared. “We have to talk about love, 
introduce love and then speak of the greatest love, which is that of Jesus.”

Focus Group #2 
Brazilians, 35-55 years old

This group felt the responsibility of Christians is to “express Christ in their attitudes.  
You follow Him, you really show what you say you are. We carry Christ wherever we are.”

“The greatest thing that Christ taught us is love; [in] everything we do we show love.” This belief 
was expressed along with the mandate to share the Word of God with others.

Focus Group #3 
Brazilians, 18-55 years old

This group believed the role of Christians is to live authentically changed lives by loving and 
helping others. One participant elaborated, “We are ambassadors of Christ. So we have to 
represent the Lord here.”

Brazil

The Brazilian groups aligned on the 
importance of Christ’s instruction and 
example. He was the primary motivator to 
act missionally. These groups also held a 
consistent perspective that loving behaviour 
and positive action should stem directly 
from one’s faith in Christ. However, there 
was a strong sense that missional work was 
only for those with a special calling or who 
serve in full-time ministry.

https://missiongap.org/
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Purpose and Role

Focus Group #1 
Chileans, 18-34 years old

This group agreed that the role of Christians is to show others the difference Christ makes in a 
person’s life through their actions. They further described clear and confident instruction from 
the Word that living out Christ’s example has been the role of Christians throughout history—
and it continues today.

Focus Group #2 
Chileans, 18-55 years old

This group emphasised the need to “transmit the Word” to others and to impact others’ lives by 
following Jesus’ words in Matthew 7:12—to do unto others what you would have them do to 
you. This was expressed as the way to share the love of Christ through their everyday lives and 
through missions.

Focus Group #3 
Chileans, 35-55 years old

The participants in this group described that Christians are to show others the love of Christ 
through various means. This involves having a personal relationship with Christ and living out 
a personal relationship with others so they can see the difference He makes. This group was 
confident in describing global missions for Christians as being clearly taught in the Word.

Chile

The Chilean groups were consistently 
grounded in scripture. They expressed 
that Christians are called to be “salt in this 
world” and to show others Christ through 
preaching, sharing love and living out the 
example of Christ. These groups said they 
are the children of God and have been called 
to this way of life as His Word teaches.

https://missiongap.org/
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Purpose and Role

Participants in one German group (ages not specified) referenced the golden rule as 
basic human decency that is meant for everyone—not a scriptural mandate. In turn, the 
values of Christianity were described by this group as important for membership of a 
community, grounded in an interest in the common good rather than in scripture. 

Additionally, the discussion referred to “an average Christian who doesn’t believe so 
extremely in God.” This sentiment suggests a perspective of Christianity not rooted in 
scripture but based on individual humanistic tendencies.

Another German group (ages not specified) openly conflicted with scriptural teaching.  
In the words of one participant, “in the sense of Christ, I don’t want to achieve anything.”  
It was further discussed that organisations typically force Christianity on others and that  
a stronger emphasis should be placed on “doing good” rather than any form of  
evangelisation. This group specifically said they don’t want to “missionise. It’s not cool.”

Germany

Among the German groups, traditional 
Christian values and roles were eluded to, 
but shaped by a sense of natural human 
responsibility to love others or be good, 
rather than in response to instruction 
from Christ or scripture. Discussion and 
responses emphasised the importance 
of common good in order to uphold a 
healthy community.

https://missiongap.org/
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Purpose and Role

Focus Group #1 
Ghanaians, 18-34 years old

This group felt the role of Christians is to teach, evangelise, encourage and introduce people to 
Christ so they might have eternal life. The basis of this perspective is found in Jesus, as one said, 

“when [Jesus Christ] came, He gave us [this] role. [He] taught us the way we should go.”

Focus Group #2 
Ghanaians, 35-55 years old

Participants in this group focused on winning souls for Christ through evangelism, teaching, 
serving and setting an example for others. The motivation behind this strong commitment was 
described as a responsibility—and a response to Christ’s command. As one individual stated, 

“[Jesus] said we should go into the world to preach the Word. So if you are a Christian, as I am, 
it’s your duty as a command by the Lord to evangelise—to reap souls for Him.”

Focus Group #3 
Ghanaians, 18-55 years old

This group viewed their role as Christians to proclaim the Word and evangelise. Their 
motivation comes from Christ’s actions and teaching, and from personal examples of being 
loved by others. The emphasis on Christ and the Word was strong with this group. They had a 
passion for living by the example of Jesus throughout all sectors of society.

Ghana

The resounding sentiment of the 
Ghanaian groups was enthusiasm to go 
out and evangelise in order to win souls 
for Christ. According to focus group 
participants, this message is clearly 
and strongly communicated through 
Ghanaian churches and is understood to 
be rooted in scripture.

https://missiongap.org/
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Purpose and Role

Focus Group #1 
Hong Kong, Males 18-34

Participants described the primary role of Christians as focusing on good behaviour. Unlike 
other focus group participants in Hong Kong, this all-male group said their motivation 
stemmed from natural human responsibility rather than from scriptural teaching. 

“Sometimes being a Christian, it is not only a name, but represents a behaviour. Many people 
are only Christian in title but don’t follow the behaviour principles. I think it is very important 
you firstly behave like a Christian, so people can appreciate it and understand your behaviour, 
and then they might be more interested in getting to know the religion. That is how you 
change the others.”

Focus Group #2 
Hong Kong, Females 18-34

This group stated that helping others was the primary expression of their Christian faith. The 
motivation behind their action and beliefs was grounded in family and tradition.

Focus Group #3 
Hong Kong, Mixed-gender 35-55

This group had a mix of backgrounds, some raised in Christian faith, some not. All felt that 
the primary role of a Christian was in helping others, but expressed that once they became 
parents the cultural pressure to focus on their children became the priority.

Hong Kong

Overall, the Hong Kong groups believed that 
Christians are to help others by sharing the 
love of Christ. This Christian responsibility is 
accomplished through everyday behaviour—
by loving others and sharing the Good News. 

“He asks us to help people as best we can, no 
matter [if] we know them or not, [to] help 
people out whenever they need [us].”

https://missiongap.org/
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Purpose and Role

Focus Group #1 
Americans, 20-55 years old

Participants varied greatly on their motivations and beliefs about the world. Those sensitive 
to the Great Commission held varying views, such as, “Our goal as Christians is basically a 
great mission to go out and bring people to Jesus.” Yet another participant said, “Yes, you can 
offer it, but you don’t want to push it onto someone.” Still another perspective was, “I think the 
important thing for that, personally, is to help people be self-sufficient, not just give them aid 
and stuff.”

Focus Group #2 
Americans, 20-34 years old

This group shared the most eclectic worldviews, ranging from an interest in “spreading the 
Good News about Jesus” to the responsibility of stewarding the planet. “It was given to us so we 
should probably take care of it.” This group also expressed a more local concern, saying, “There 
are more problems right in our backyard than they have overseas, right?”

Focus Group #3 
Americans, 35-55 years old

The participants in this group believed the role of Christians is to live out an authentic faith, “to 
bring heaven to earth and be the Light of Christ and to make disciples.” Yet a local focus was 
suggested here as well, as one participant said, “Sharing the gospel is more needed closer and 
closer to home.”

USA

The U.S. focus groups represented a range 
of perspectives regarding their Christian 
role. Collectively, there was a knowledge of 
the need to reach others for Jesus, but there 
was a notable reservation about not forcing 
or pushing their beliefs on others. Helping 
others in need, with an emphasis on local 
concerns and long-term solutions, was a 
strong secondary theme.

https://missiongap.org/
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Global Summary: Know
They get it (sort of)

Christians around the world possess a fundamental understanding that 
they are called to help others, love others and share the love of Christ—
either out of duty in response to Christ’s command, or out of natural 
human responsibility.

That said, participants across groups had limited understanding of 
what global missions really means. They used words like “charity,” 

“volunteering,” “donating,” “being kind,” and “positive outlook” as 
interchangeable ways to describe missions.

Christian = Missionary
When we said yes to following Jesus, we joined the mission He gave to His disciples over 
2,000 years ago—to “go and make disciples of all nations.” This is His call to every person 
who follows Him.

Your Life—All of It
We are ambassadors of the Kingdom of God everywhere—this is not a part-time, short-
term or occasional effort. Our living example can invite conversation, open doors, and 
demonstrate what life is like when it is centred on God’s love.

First Priority: All Nations
Our mission continues until all nations have been reached. By seeking out the people and 
communities who don’t know God’s love, we create opportunities to make an introduction 
and build discipling relationships. Not every Christian can serve globally, but all of us should 
align our hearts and our support for God’s mission to reach every person and every nation.

The research showed that these key messages are often unknown or  
misunderstood by Jesus followers. 

Church and ministry leaders play a big role in communicating these  
messages to Christians through preaching, Bible study, music and  
other resources.

We’ve identified three key messages Christians need to understand to 
fully appreciate global missions:

https://missiongap.org/
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On Fire For Jesus Madagascar
The energy and passion were contagious. After hearing the gospel for the first time, the 
village of Taviramongy in southern Madagascar could not wait to share the Good News. 
A group of believers began visiting neighbouring villages.

A 16-year-old girl named Siniore was reached by this group of travelling local 
evangelists. Siniore listened as a woman shared how she had experienced Jesus’ love 
and had been set free from witchcraft. The experience prompted Siniore to remove the 
charm she wore from the local witch doctor. “When it left, there was light,” said Siniore. 

“I could see things properly. I had peace.”

Siniore was the first in her village to become a Christian. She had a passion for others 
to know Christ’s love, too. She signed up for a training on discipleship and evangelism 
offered by OM in a nearby town and put it into practice by starting a prayer meeting 
every Friday in her village. Anywhere from ten to 40 people now attend these meetings, 
and new believers are baptised.

Like the original group in Taviramongy, the believers in Siniore’s village are on a mission 
to share the Good News. They travel in pairs, preaching the gospel in other villages, 
returning to start and nurture discipleship groups when the time is right. 

“Siniore has a passion,” said Hanitra, the OM leader in Madagascar. “She realises how 
much God loves her. And she sees the other people who are lost. She has the passion to 
go, go, go!”

STORIES OF KNOW

https://missiongap.org/
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The Business of Faith Ukraine
When a small team of church planters arrived in a post-Soviet Ukrainian town, they 
observed an extremely high level of unemployment and garbage in the streets.

The team decided they needed to think out of the box to be effective. They started by 
converting organic waste into biofuel to heat their church, mowing unkempt grassy and 
weedy areas in town for the process. This act won attention from the town’s mayor, who 
presented the church with an award and personally invested in the town beautification 
project. 

Wayne Zschech, the field leader of OM Ukraine, has a firm belief in pursuing community 
transformation through Christian enterprise and workplace discipleship. His team 
aims to combat the instability of the Ukrainian economy with a strategy that honours 
God and harnesses the abundance of local resources to create something useful and 
marketable. Their project is called “Clean Soul – Clean City.” The initial stages use a 
zero-waste approach to turn the town’s green waste into a rich organic fertiliser for 
fields and gardens. Long term, they hope to get all the local townsfolk to eliminate 
the common practice of burning garbage, and thereby reduce air pollution. They aim 
to operationalise other organic processes – like oyster mushroom cultivation, green 
houses and aquaponics – to create new jobs and income streams in the community. 

By becoming practical catalysts for transformation using a holistic, faith-based 
approach, OM Ukraine aims to provide a strong, sustainable witness for Christ.

STORIES OF KNOW

https://missiongap.org/
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Reflecting on KNOW

1)

2)

Overall, are you surprised by the results of the research as it related to what Christians 
KNOW about our role in the Great Commission? Why or why not?

Which 2-3 quotes from research participants stand out to you the most? 
Why?

3)

4)

As you read the stories of Siniore and OM Ukraine on the previous pages, how did their 
lives demonstrate that they KNOW their role?

Describe how the lives of those you serve in ministry might be different if each person was 
living out a life that fully embraced the three summary points from the KNOW section?

https://missiongap.org/
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Fear:
What stops Christians from 
following the Great Commission?

Earn a certificate. 
Grow as a disciple.

The Mission Gap Project and Fuller 
Theological Seminary have partnered 
to create an online study of God’s 
mission and our role as His disciples. 
Participants will build real-world 
discipleship skills and earn a certificate 
of completion.

Learn more at  
MissionGap.org/Fuller

https://missiongap.org/
https://MissionGap.org/Fuller
http://MissionGap.org/VANITY
https://missiongap.org/seminary/
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Less than 1/10 of 1 percent of the body of Christ today engages in  
cross-cultural missions.1 

Surprisingly, across all twenty-one focus groups in seven different countries, a response 
pattern emerged as participants discussed the reasons they don’t, or they hesitate to, 
participate in global missions—transparency and fear.

Transparency
Participants in every focus group voiced a measure of reluctance to engage in missional 
activity with a church or missions agency, unless complete transparency was in practise. 
As one Australian said, “A lot of people don’t want to donate, whether it’s time or 
money…unless they know exactly what they’re giving to and where it’s going.”

Similarly, the Chilean groups wanted tangible evidence that lives and families were being 
transformed for Christ as a result of donations.

In Germany, participants suggested that an organisation have clear goals, proof of 
tangible and sustainable impact, testimonials from beneficiaries and endorsements to 
substantiate their overall integrity.

What’s stopping Jesus followers 
from joining God’s mission?

To understand the more complex barrier of 
fear, we will delve into the details by country.

https://missiongap.org/
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Barriers of FearAustralia

Nearly half of Australian responses indicated a 
fear of sacrifice as the primary factor for their 
lack of engagement in the Great Commission.

There was significant discomfort mentioned at the 
thought of sacrificing time, lifestyle, professional 
pursuits, relationships, finances or reputation for 
the cause of spreading the Good News.

The fear of failure included doubts about the 
validity of their own faith, personality insecurities 
and negative repercussions for assisting others.

Finally, the fear of safety was expressed for lack of 
medical care, violence and unpredictable cultures.

Fear of sacrifice

Fear of failure

Fear of safety

46%

33%

21%

Fear of sacrifice

“No, I don’t have the time. I’ve got kids. I’ve got my career. I’ve got my work and my husband.”

“I don’t want to put myself in poverty to make this person’s life better.”

“If [being a Christian] was more acceptable; if it was more mainstream…”

Fear of failure

“I don’t feel comfortable trying to say to people that what I believe is the truth or not because who am I to 
say if it’s true or not.”

“[It] feels challenging to take the initiative to introduce yourself to other people and make connections. 
Kind of really immersing yourself in it would be hard for me. I’m a quiet, introverted kid.”

“You might want to be a Good Samaritan and help someone in need and then you get kicked in the butt. 
That’s probably why a lot of people don’t bother to help others.”

Fear of safety

“[I’m] scared going into the environment…my church sends people to Africa…and they love it but the 
concept of going to a country where there’s not medical and stuff like that just scares me a bit too much.”

“[I’m] sad, stressed and fearful to go to places that need help.”

“You can die. You go to the countries where there’s no Christians or churches.”

https://missiongap.org/
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Barriers of FearBrazil

Fear of sacrifice

Fear of failure

Fear of safety

42%

32%

26%

The biggest fear expressed by Brazilians for 
engaging in the Great Commission was the fear 
of sacrifice.

Family and lack of finances or healthcare rose 
to the top as examples of sacrifices that create a 
barrier for engaging in global missions.

The fear of failure was described by these groups 
as an overwhelming global situation in which “all 
we can do is pray.”

The third-ranking fear, the fear of safety, revolved 
around the fear of death, loss of health and 
resistance by oppressive governments.

Fear of sacrifice

“I have a family. I can’t go and help.”

“People put everything—work, friendship—ahead of what would be more important—family, and even God.”

Participants discussed not having the financial means to go, and the barriers to healthcare overseas. 

Fear of failure

“If I take the commitment and fail, then it’s a big deal.”

“We will not be able to cause change, because unfortunately it will only get worse from here.”

“We can’t do anything; the only thing we can do is to kneel and pray.”

Fear of safety

“I have a son. I will not risk my son’s life, my family’s life.”

“You go to a place that tends to have dust, dry weather…you’re going to have a health problem. Because I 
know that I’m going to be thirsty there [in Africa], I’m going to be cold, I could go hungry, I could get caught 
in a war…I’ll have to hide and get under things to survive.”

“Today…we cannot do anything. Our politics do not give us freedom of expression. So, we cannot openly 
preach the Word of God.”

https://missiongap.org/
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Barriers of FearChile

Among the initial seven countries studied, 
Chilean focus groups expressed the least amount 
of fear relevant to missional engagement.

The fear of sacrifice was discussed as a barrier due 
to the requirements of a family, such as time and 
finances—although sacrifice was specifically noted 
as an occasional component of obedience.

Participants suggested a fear of failure when 
describing the insignificance and limitations an 
individual may have against great world problems.

There was a minimal lack of fear of safety among 
the Chileans, barely worthy of qualifying as a 
barrier to engaging in the Great Commission.

Fear of sacrifice

Having a family was a factor for some, noting that “having a family makes it hard to go and harder to give so 
much financially.”

Participants admitted that we must “sacrifice and surrender” but thought and action do not always align.

Fear of failure

The idea that participants are too small to help or — even completely helpless — was a theme that resonated.

“I have limitations on my skill set.”

Participants discussed the need for support from the local church or organisation, within the context of a 
safety net.

Fear of safety

Participants voiced concern over violence in some mission fields.

Fear of sacrifice

Fear of failure

Fear of safety

51%

44%

5%
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Barriers of FearGermany

Fear of sacrifice is the primary fear which stops 
German Jesus followers from engaging  
in missions.

The German focus groups expressed not just a  
fear of sacrifice, but a significant lack of priority  
in intentionally spreading the Good News.

The fear of safety ranked highest in Germany in 
proportion to the other expressed fears. There 
was strong resistance to global missions for  
this reason.

Finally, the fear of failure arose as Jesus was 
suggested as an unrealistic, unmatchable example.

Fear of sacrifice

“No one would volunteer for that. There’s maybe 1% of the people who go to Afghanistan to give their 
lives. Who voluntarily moves to another country and leaves everything standing…and can’t speak the 
language either? I would never do that.”

“There is a very big time investment.”

Fear of safety

“I’m not sure I could do it. [It’s] too drastic to help. [You] have to be more than hard-core Christian to 
move somewhere. I don’t move to a country to work and then get nothing for it. The family’s supposed to 
be there, too. That makes no sense. [I] don’t feel safe there.”

Location-based fears: Participants discussed that they may want to help local people, but not necessarily  
go to Africa.

Fear of failure

“I find it difficult to use Jesus as an example, because that is unlikely. We can never [replicate] that.”

“I could only help in certain areas.”

Lack of vision: Participants questioned the long-term benefit of missions and discussed a lack of proof  
that it works.

Fear of sacrifice

Fear of safety

Fear of failure

45%

31%

24%
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Barriers of FearGhana

Fear of failure

Fear of sacrifice

Fear of safety

55%

36%

9%

Ghanaian focus groups acknowledged some fears 
but expressed a strong desire to overcome them 
and be involved in the Great Commission.

While the cost and time associated with 
supporting global missions rose as top barriers, 
that sentiment was combatted by the statement 
that “where I cannot go, my money can go.”

This was further met with an understanding that 
there is more to global missions than packing your 
bags and going, such as the need for community 
support so that no individual is left on their own  
to fail.

Fear of failure

Participants acknowledged it can be difficult without a platform to stand on—without a support group. 

They questioned their preparedness and knowledge.

They worried about feeling alone with limited support. 

Fear of sacrifice

Participants expressed fear of the unknown.

They felt it would be hard to put previous bad experiences behind them.

Fear of safety

One participant expressed that there is “too much violence and war.”
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Barriers of FearHong Kong

The fear of sacrifice prevents Jesus followers in 
Hong Kong from engaging in missions more than 
other fears.

Potentially leaving family members or 
disappointing them was most often expressed as 
the sacrifice these groups were resistant to make.

Participants highlighted significant limitations 
when considering addressing the magnitude of our 
world’s problems. “There’s nothing we can do but 
pray,” was a shared sentiment.

While the fear of safety was the third of three 
expressed fears, it aligned strongly with great 
concern for preserving a healthy life.

Fear of sacrifice

“You can’t live a life there; our family members are not there.”

“But my family members are in Hong Kong.”

“I can share online, via Facebook, or WhatsApp to contact those non-followers.”

Fear of failure

“It is beyond my capability.”

“I don’t think we can change anything but only pray.”

“We are playing only a very small role. We are not the head of state. We could not do anything [to help].”

Fear of safety

“I will preach the gospel at any costs, but I will not dare to preach the gospel in those war places…[I] will 
not get involved if it threatens my life.”

“I cannot go to war places or be a missionary.”

“Even if you wanted to help, you would not be able to help because that place was dangerous. You are not 
possibly flying there to help; we have our own family, our own child. That’s not possible.”

Fear of sacrifice

Fear of failure

Fear of safety

47%

31%

22%
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Barriers of FearUSA

The fear of sacrifice in the U.S. was significantly 
higher in relation to the other expressed fears, by 
a margin of more than 3 to 1.

The fear of sacrifice was evident among U.S. 
participants,  not just regarding material or 
lifestyle privileges, but more so was the willing 
and conscious forfeit of Christian responsibility 
for the sake of preserving fun and personal 
comfort. As one participant expressed, “just let 
people be.”

There was a notable level of insecurity and doubt 
in making a practical difference in the world, 
reinforcing the fear of failure.

Finally, the fear of safety was expressed through 
both physical and mental health concerns.

Fear of sacrifice

“I wouldn’t want to do it. It’s not fun. If that was what God called me to do, like the way He called Paul, I 
would do it because that’s what He asked. Who would want to live as an outcast?”

“I’m just not that good of a Christian.”

For several participants, fear of sacrifice was actually a desire to abdicate their own spiritual 
responsibility. As one said, “We don’t necessarily need to be physically there. We can lean on other 
people to shape the world.”

Another participant said, “Yes, you can offer it [salvation], but you don’t want to push it onto someone.”

“Share, but don’t force it. You may mention [to] someone struggling, ‘Hey, I go here and so-and-so,’ but 
beyond that, I think [we should] just let people be.”

Fear of failure

“Am I capable? What if I don’t know or have any practical skills?”

Fear of safety

“I was overseas in the [military] and because of the awful things I’ve seen, I wouldn’t want to go back.”

“I have no call to go... it’s an anxiety factor.”

“I have a young family right now... it almost would feel irresponsible to bring my own family over to some  
of these countries.”

Fear of sacrifice

Fear of failure

Fear of safety

63%

20%

17%
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Global Summary: Fear
The mission gap is filled with it

Without question, fear is a major barrier preventing Christians from 
engaging in missions.

Fear of Sacrifice
This fear is anchored in the insecurities that arise from giving up time, money, 
possessions or comfort. This is not only about what the worker might give up, but 
what his or her family might be giving up as well.

Fear of sacrifice was the most predominant reported factor for a lack of  
missional engagement.

Fear of Failure
This category identifies the stress of feeling ill-equipped or “ungifted” for a missional 
assignment. Focus group participants reported worry about anticipated failure and a 
fear of “lack of fruit” from missionary efforts.

Fear of Safety
Participants voiced true anxiety over the potential of facing crime, disease, hunger 
and other physical dangers in countries where war, extreme poverty and economic 
insecurity are factors.

Fear is borne out of past experiences, imagined future consequences and lack  
of information. Fear itself is not a bad thing—it tells us where we feel the most 
vulnerable and can guide a decision to place our trust in God. 

This presents an incredible opportunity for ministry leaders to address fear head-on 
through tools and study that help disciple Jesus followers to step out in faith.

Fears across all seven countries fell into three categories:

https://missiongap.org/
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He Calms Our Fears Southeast Asia
“I was afraid of spirits before,” said Ailani, a 24-year-old from a small village in a Buddhist 
country. When a member of the family was sick, Ailani’s mom would ask her to “bring 
clothes from the sick person to the witch doctor. Based on which spirit wanted to eat 
the sick person, he would advise which animal needs to be sacrificed for that person to 
be healed.” 

Even as a young teenager, Ailani wondered how they could believe that the evil spirit 
was the source of the sickness and the healing. Her mother had no answer.

After high school, Ailani followed her older sister to the capital city to seek work. There 
she met people who conducted their lives very differently: Christians. 

“In my village, we had a lot of community, but there was an expectation that when you 
give, you get something in return – whereas Christians just gave. I wanted to be like 
them,” she recalled. 

Today, Ailani has been serving with OM in her home country for more than two years. 
“Everything has changed,” said Ailani. She has experienced God doing a work in her and 
she is eager for others to know Jesus like that, too. “The more I love Him, the more I 
want to give Him,” she said. 

Ailani reflects on how God’s faithfulness has calmed her fears. She knows if she had to 
rely upon herself, she would once again be afraid. “But God will prepare the way for me,” 
Ailani said. “Everything is possible if you do it with Him.”

STORIES OF FEAR

https://missiongap.org/
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Opening Hearts  
in a Closed Country Southeast Asia

“I am originally from Argentina,” said Jose. “I’ve been in missions for 10 years, serving in 
different countries, but today I can see many of the things God was doing in my life to 
prepare me for the season I am in now.”

Jose and his wife operate a coffee shop. Their country is closed to missionaries, which 
means they can’t openly share the gospel on the street. But they can carefully navigate 
faith-based conversations within their shop. “Having the café allows us to employ locals 
from surrounding villages,” said Jose. “People who, if they didn’t receive help in the form 
of jobs, would end up in prostitution or something like that. We give them housing and 
work. We share the gospel with them and disciple them.”

Jose and his wife disciple about 15 young people at a time. Many of these kids don’t 
know how to dress for employment or have healthy relationships. They don’t know 
anything about the outside world. In their country, the government makes education 
inaccessible as a way to control people. Teenagers who seek employment opportunities 
are often sold into prostitution.

While the national outlook is bleak, Jose’s outreach café is yielding fruit. Many of the 
employees are growing in their faith and one is currently serving on an OM Ship. “The 
ship is in Argentina this year,” said Jose. “That means this ministry has come full circle. 
I came from Argentina to serve in Southeast Asia. Now someone we discipled in 
Southeast Asia is sharing God’s love in my home country.”

STORIES OF FEAR
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Reflecting on FEAR

1)

2)

Overall, are you surprised by the results of the research as it related to what Christians 
FEAR about our role in the Great Commission? Why or why not?

Which 2-3 quotes from research participants stand out to you the most? 
Why?

3)

4)

As you read the stories of Ailani and Jose on the previous pages, which FEAR barriers do 
you think they’ve had to overcome? 

Describe how the lives of those you serve in ministry might be different if each person 
was living out a life that fully embraced the two summary points from the FEAR section?

https://missiongap.org/
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Hear:
What messages inspire Christians 
for the Great Commission?

Show them 
what you’re 

Made For

Made For is a podcast that helps people 
reflect on who they are in the eyes of 
God, what His plan is for the world, and 
how God made them to be a part of  
His plan. 

Listen to the Made For podcast on 
Apple Podcasts or Google Play.

https://missiongap.org/
http://MissionGap.org/VANITY
https://missiongap.org/podcast
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There are a multitude of ways Jesus followers view the world, with 
perspectives framed by personal experience, family history, tradition,  
national political and/or social climate, and a host of other contributing 
factors. To hone the potentially innumerable array of viewpoints, we 
presented focus groups with five global problem statements and six  
solution statements.

Groups discussed the options and decided which was most representative 
of their worldview and the most appropriate Christian response.

How do Christians around the 
globe view the problems of the 
world? Which solution is most 

likely to incite their engagement?

As we reflect 
on the barriers preventing Christians from engaging in missions, we need 
to take a step back and widen the lens.

Beyond the barriers of what Christians know and fear, how do personal 
worldviews affect how they hear messages about the Great Commission?

When we know the best ways talk to Christians about serving, we can 
inspire greater participation!

https://missiongap.org/
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Problem Statements

Each focus group presented participants with five different perspectives on 
what’s wrong with our world.

A

B

C
Images for internal discovery only

Humanity’s separation from God has left the world with 
terrible consequences of our rebellion. Rejection of the 
Creator and of His ways leaves people on their own and 
without hope.

• isolated • ungodly • impurity • sin 
• darkness • unforgiving • unjust  
• suffering • bondage • hopeless  
• immoral • evil • rebellious • alone

Separation from God hurts the world

Something is very wrong with our world. It was not designed  
to be like this. Injustice and widespread hurt are too common  
for so many innocent people. This is not how humanity was 
created to live.

• conflicts • uprisings • violence • war  
• injustice • slavery • fighting • abuse  
• poverty • disease • oppression • fear  
• outrage • terrorism • threats • pain

The world is broken

People are not living abundantly with fulfilled, fruitful lives. 
They choose to compromise what is right, give in to worldly 
pressures, ignore what could be and ultimately forfeit the 
positive significance they were made for. 

• complacent • lazy • idle • insensitive 
• compromised • apathetic • negligent 
• detached • distant • sharp • rude  
• intolerant • careless • unintentional

So much more is possible

Participants assessed the description and images to identify which problem 
statements most accurately reflected their perspective of worldly problems, and 
ranked them accordingly.

Across all focus groups, the three problem statements that resonated most were:

 • Separation from God hurts the world

 • The world is broken

 • So much more is possible

https://missiongap.org/
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Solution Statements

Participants subsequently received six statements that uniquely present missions 
as a solution to world problems.

Images for internal discovery only

In all things good and right, Jesus is the best example. We 
look to His standard for inspiration to carry light and hope 
to the world. Only through His example and by His grace, 
His word and His power may we transform lives.

Go and Do Likewise
Thy Will Be Done
His will. Your life.
Love Repeated
Fulfill the Command

He is the Example

Our conviction to follow Jesus fuels our passion to love 
the world no matter what. We will go to any length, cross 
any boundary, and strive to reach every person in order to 
share the hope that can only be found in Him.

Love at All Costs
Your All for Him
Spreading Hope No Matter the Cost
Your Life Required
Revolutionaries for Jesus

At Any Cost

Every person was specially made by God to help fulfill His 
greater purpose. As a follower of Christ, every facet of who 
we are and where God has placed us should guide an  
authentic response for spreading His good news to others.

For Such a Time as This

Created to Serve

Called to Serve

Disciples for Hope

You are Uniquely Shaped

A

B

C

These statements each carried a theme, represented by text and imagery, 
and were also ranked according to which solution was most appropriate for 
addressing the world’s problems.

While additional solution statements were presented, the three highest ranking 
statements were:

 • He (Jesus) is the Example

 • At Any Cost

 • You are Uniquely Shaped

https://missiongap.org/
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Engagement 
Narratives Christ’s Example       Any Cost       Uniquely Shaped

Separation from God  
Hurts the World

The World is Broken

So Much More  
is Possible

Solution

P
ro

b
le

m MICHAEL

SOFIA

ABIGAIL ANDRE

VICTOR

MARIA

BENJAMIN

RACHEL

OLIVER

Engagement Narratives

An engagement narrative is a profile in the form of a script that helps 
make logically and emotionally-sound connections between the way 
people perceive the problems facing the world, and the solutions which 
move them to action.

Engagement narratives have been crafted to help you develop a more finely-
tuned understanding of common Christian perspectives in your ministry 
context so you are equipped to engage in positive, relevant conversations.

The following chart depicts the top three global problems and the top three 
global solutions as identified by our 2018 research study. The intersection of 
each unique problem and solution yields a different profile as drafted on the 
following pages.

We hope the narratives on the following pages 
serve as a helpful reference tool as you seek to 

invite and inspire believers with relevance.

Do you know which Engagement Narrative best 
inspires the people you serve? 

https://missiongap.org/
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Relevant context for engaging and compelling believers with the mindset:

Separation from God Hurts the World + Christ’s Example

I see hurt. I see pain. I see people, neighbours and beyond, writhing in a pit of darkness carved out by 
hands that have rejected God. Entire cultures and nations suffer with immorality, injustice, isolation 
and bondage. Indeed, hopelessness rules where there is separation from God. I see frustration and 
agony in people who don’t know there is an alternative—that there is a better way. They’ve never 
heard of anything else. How could they? No one has shown them.

Thank God that He provides hope. Yes, there is another way! I have seen it. 

It is Jesus.

For only by that name have the powers of darkness been conquered. Only through Him do we see 
hope. And only by His example will we help people desperate for compassion, starving for genuine 
love, and longing for transformation and purpose. Jesus is invincible against all evil. He has provided 
a way through the darkness to deliver what so many are desperate for. 

I know this is true! I used to live in darkness. I used to be one of those living separated from God, 
thriving in the night and living a lifestyle that I cannot bare to recall. But no more!

Now I live to share the hope I’ve found in Jesus with others, passing on what was shown to me by a 
friend: forgiving, radical love from God delivered through His Son. Oh, how I long to spread this joy 
to my family, to my neighbours, to my city and beyond. This is what His son commanded, and I will 
follow His example.

Engagement Narrative: Michael
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Relevant context for engaging and compelling believers with the mindset:

Separation from God Hurts the World + At Any Cost

Hopelessness seems to be everywhere. It’s not just in the news, it’s on my street, in my 
neighbourhood, and even in the eyes of my friends and family. I suppose the condition we find 
ourselves in is exactly what we deserve. We wanted independence from God, I just don’t think we 
knew that our lust for independence would hurt so badly. How could we have seen that our way 
would be so damaging to ourselves?

God of heaven, Creator of all things, forgive us for turning from you!

For us who trust God, shouldn’t we seek His forgiveness and get busy sharing the solution to sin with 
our world? To not do this is to hide the source of Good News! The world may reject our message and 
they may reject us, but who else can spread such amazing joy and transforming hope?

Let us go now! Every day, more people die without having known the love and relationship with 
Christ to guide their lives. There is no reason to wait, and no excuse for delay. This is the very 
moment when someone could hear about deliverance from the enemy and receive Jesus! What 
greater joy is there than that?

I am ready. Today is the day that I can show people a new tomorrow—reunited with their  
loving Father.

Engagement Narrative: Victor
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Relevant context for engaging and compelling believers with the mindset:

Separation from God Hurts the World + Uniquely Shaped

I woke up this morning hearing news of violence from the night. It is sad to see so many lost in 
rebellion—against family and authority, against peace and unity. We find ourselves living out the 
results of our worst rebellion: against God himself.

How could we turn our backs on the one who created us? I unfortunately understand because there 
was a time when I chose a path that I should not take. It is the path of sin.

But I was saved from my rebellion! God sent an earthly angel to show me the way, at just the right 
time, and with just the right words. She was perfectly positioned to show me that God loves me 
without condition, and to help me hear His voice which was being lost in the noise and struggle of my 
life alone.

I know now, He wants us close to Him. And more than that, He has called and created us to be His 
lights to the world. Countless lights, shining His love in ways that rival the stars of the heavens.

Yes, I understand now. I have been designed to serve His mission in ways that no other person 
can serve. Each day I call on Him to reveal more of His purpose, and each day I see more of His 
masterpiece in me.

There is no greater joy than seeing another person learn about His love, and the unique ways they 
can shine His light for the world.

I was made for His purpose, and so were you. Take your skills, your passion, your love for others and 
share His love with all the world!

Engagement Narrative: Rachel
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Relevant context for engaging and compelling believers with the mindset:

The World is Broken + Christ’s Example

Violence, greed, anger...our world is full of pain. Entire groups of people are targets of hate and 
abuse—young children have seen things they never should. My heart aches for those who suffer 
at the hands of injustice! This world was not created to be this way. Even my own neighbourhood 
suffers in brokenness—it’s everywhere! 

Where will help come from? Who can give us hope? 

Jesus! 

No other name can triumph over evil like Jesus. No other power can fight against the enemy like 
Jesus. He is our Saviour, our example and our hope for today! 

His light shines brighter than all darkness, and His presence is stronger than any force we may face. 
For His love wins! Let us celebrate the name of Jesus and live out the example He gave us so that we 
may overcome all hardship and all trials. 

He alone can beat all brokenness! He alone can multiply love. He alone can help us reach into places 
feared by many, but desperate for restoration. He alone is our strength, and He alone will help us in 
this day! 

Engagement Narrative: Sofia
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Relevant context for engaging and compelling believers with the mindset:

The World is Broken + At Any Cost

The world’s darkness is everywhere, and the roots of evil are deep. Every nation struggles with 
injustice so cruel that it requires something more than spreading awareness. Cultural hatred won’t 
be reversed by wishful thinking, and meaningless gossip or complaining about our world won’t 
change a thing.

No, our world’s problems require powerful love.

I have done my share of grumbling, and enough is enough. Little effort yields little results. Thanks 
be to God, that His effort was grand! Yes, His love and power did not merely raise awareness, but 
reversed humanity’s hopelessness forever! He transformed me, and now I will help others see how 
good and wonderful He is.

For us who carry His love, what a great purpose we have ahead! We must live determined. We must 
live courageously. We must live in total dedication to Jesus—loving fearlessly. For what greater 
power is there than Jesus? He defeated death! And that same power is ours to love the world boldly, 
passing on what we have learned so that others may pass it on as well. It starts with me.

In Mark 16:15, Jesus gave the command to “go into all the world” (NIV). There is no nation too rigid, 
no person too distant, no philosophy too dark, that God cannot overcome it. So, in His name, let us 
radically love the world, and watch as He transforms communities and kingdoms for His glory.

Engagement Narrative: Maria
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Relevant context for engaging and compelling believers with the mindset:

The World is Broken + Uniquely Shaped

Our world has become a really scary place. Innocent people are often victims of terrible acts. People 
rise up against each other, and every day reveals new stories of violence and injustice.

I used to blame others for the world’s problems. I confess that I’ve pointed fingers at nearly everyone 
else for the hurt I see around me—governments, groups and leaders. And then one day, like a whisper, 
a thought came to my mind that changed everything. A thought from my Creator:

I am uniquely and wonderfully made by God for a purpose—at this time, in this way, in this place.

My purpose is to carry His light and love to this hurting world. I am made to be part of the great 
solution! Everything that makes me who I am was designed by God—my birthplace, my family, my 
education, my neighbourhood, and my friends—yes, everything in my life has been put together to 
make me uniquely able to reach people who others may not reach.

Fellow believer, what joy is there in living out His mission to reach a broken world! You too are 
designed for the task. Everything that has been used to make you can be used for His Kingdom. 
Together, let us address this broken world with His love.

Let us invest our lives to reach others for God—unique, but united.

Engagement Narrative: Oliver
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Relevant context for engaging and compelling believers with the mindset:

So Much More is Possible + Christ’s Example

Our world suffers from extreme selfishness. So many people not only look out for their own interests, 
but they overlook the interests and needs of others. I recently saw someone literally step over a 
homeless person seeking help, trip on his leg and keep walking without making eye contact or 
acknowledging him in any way. What has our world come to? Are we to wilt in selfish isolation with 
only concern for ourselves?

No! Thankfully a completely opposite example was set for us in Jesus.

It is Jesus who best shows us how to love the world, and He taught us that it begins with paying 
attention. Jesus paid attention to those who were dismissed. He specialised in connecting with 
those whom others looked down on. Did you know that a Samaritan was seen as an unholy, impure 
person in Jesus’ day? They were a people group defined by rejecting God. Yet Jesus paid attention to 
Samaritans!

By looking to Jesus, we see many examples of reaching out to others—those who were stepped over. 
We must draw on His power, demonstrate His love, and reach a world that doesn’t reach out. Indeed, 
so much more is possible for our hurting world, but only by the powerful love of Jesus.

Engagement Narrative: Abigail
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Relevant context for engaging and compelling believers with the mindset:

So Much More is Possible + At Any Cost

Every culture is affected by wrongdoing. As people pursue their own agendas, they trample on 
others and chase what will satisfy them alone. This is only getting worse. I am ashamed by the low 
level at which people treat others. It is a poison that is destroying cultures across our globe, one 
injustice at a time.

I cannot stand by and watch humanity erode any longer. It is time to confront the wrong with good—
Jesus’ good. Was Jesus not sent to love the world at any cost, even the cost of His life? How much 
more should I take my place among the needy, the desperate, and the hurting to give hope! 

This is not wishful thinking, it is a command from my King.

It is not an ambitious desire, it is the purpose planted in me by my Maker.

And it is not another feel-good cause, it is the salvation and hope of the world set in place by God 
my Saviour.

This is my duty—my responsibility—as one who holds the hope of the world deep within my soul. 
From the moment that I first believed, I received a joy that cannot be contained. We all have. So, 
with great honour, I rise in Jesus to love others generously and without prejudice so that His hope 
will spread to other people, to cities, to nations and to the ends of the world.

Engagement Narrative: Andre
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Relevant context for engaging and compelling believers with the mindset:

So Much More is Possible + Uniquely Shaped

We see too many examples of people compromising what is right in order to advance themselves. 
It happens in businesses, governments and even families. Innocent people fall victim to those who 
seek power and will do anything to get ahead. The pattern is ugly and frightening as it consumes our 
world more each day. I confess, that was how I lived my life for too long.

But that was not my end, it is only where God found me. Or rather, where I finally found Him. And 
since that day, I’ve seen Him take stories and events from my broken past and use them for His 
glory today! 

He has redeemed even my darkest moments. And He will do the same for you. 

His purpose for you has been written and formed for this very hour. Your past, your family, your 
stories are all valuable pieces for connecting a lost world to Jesus.

Who else has been made like you? No one!

Take this seriously, friend. For I cannot reach who you can, and I cannot connect with others like you 
can. You are the only you, the only believer redeemed uniquely for His purpose. So do this well—use 
your redeemed life to bring hope to this hopeless world. You have been transformed to transform 
others, to the ends of the Earth, and to people who have never heard of His redeeming love.

By doing so, you will repeat your Saviour’s example and multiply love through lives, through 
families, through the ages.

Engagement Narrative: Benjamin
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Engage and MotivateAustralia

When Australia’s perspective of global problems is blended with their preferred 
solution statement, we personify their country profile as “Oliver.” Oliver recognises 
that something is very wrong with the world—that widespread injustice and hurt are all 
too common. Yet Oliver sees that we are specially designed to help fulfil God’s purpose, 
leveraging everything He has equipped us with to spread His good news and share hope 
with all people.

• conflicts • uprisings • violence • war
• injustice • slavery • fighting • abuse 
• poverty • disease • oppression • fear 
• outrage • terrorism • threats • pain

Problem Statement Response

Relevant Terms
The Australian focus groups resonated most with the problem 
statement, The World is Broken. They felt compassion for the 
plight of the less fortunate and acknowledged we could do 
better. In contrast, they felt the other problem statements 
were “too harsh” or “non-inclusive.”

Across all age brackets from 18-55, Australian participants chose You Are Uniquely Shaped 
as the strongest solution statement. They felt it was uplifting and positive, because 

“everyone is different and allowed to be unique.” Others viewed it as hopeful; “it makes me 
think I can do something for the world.”

The Australian focus group of participants aged 18-34 placed global missions as a very low 
priority in their lives. When specifically asked where global missions fit, one participant 
said, it’s “not a key component, but definitely is important as long as we want to do it.”

Another who was originally from Zimbabwe said if they were in Zimbabwe, they might 
be more involved with community and missions. But in Australia, they just “don’t feel as 
compelled to do it.”

Solution Statement Response

Engagement 
Narrative: OLIVER
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Engage and MotivateBrazil

Brazil’s perspective of global problems, matched with their preferred solution 
statement, can be personified as “Abigail.” Abigail’s profile sees that cultures choose 
to forfeit what is right, and rather than living abundantly they renounce the fulfilled, 
fruitful lives that could have been. But amidst this compromised lifestyle, Abigail sees 
hope and power through Christ’s example—that by His grace, lives and nations may  
be transformed.

• complacent • lazy • idle • insensitive 
• compromised • apathetic • negligent 
• detached • distant • sharp • rude 
• intolerant • careless • unintentional

Problem Statement Response

Relevant Terms
Overall, focus groups from Brazil connected most with 
So Much More is Possible. They agreed that the statement 
inspired them to reach out and help address the perceived 
laziness depicted in the concept. The two focus groups which 
included younger audiences especially empathised with 
those living in oppressive societies, identifying “submission,” 

“slavery,” and “censorship” as key problems.

Collectively, He is the Example was the most effective and inspiring solution across 
Brazilian focus groups. Participants expressed that Jesus is our example and therefore 
we are called to “love our neighbour,” “share our faith and hope,” and be “hands-on” in 
others’ lives.

The focus group with participants aged 18-55 also chose At Any Cost because  
Christians are “created to serve” and “fulfil the call,” no matter the cost.

Solution Statement Response

Engagement 
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Engage and MotivateChile

The Chilean perspective of global problems, aligned with their preferred solution 
statement, can be personified as “Michael.” Michael views the world’s problems through 
a spiritual lens—that humanity’s rejection of God has left people separated from their 
Creator, reeling in the consequences of our rebellion. But Michael sees hope and power 
through Jesus’ example—that by His grace, lives and nations may be transformed and 
restored back to Him.

• isolated • ungodly • impurity • sin
• darkness • unforgiving • unjust
• suffering • bondage • hopeless
• immoral • evil • rebellious • alone

Problem Statement Response

Relevant Terms
All three Chilean focus groups felt Separation from God Hurts 
the World was the most effective problem statement because 
the world is “living without a purpose” which causes a “lack 
of peace and rebellion.” They related to the concept’s “truth 
and sadness,” commenting that “people disconnect from the 
Creator” and “life without God simply doesn’t work.”

He is the Example was selected as the solution that “hit home.” Participants felt this 
statement “moves you to action” and is aligned with scripture as we are “made in God’s 
image and likeness.”

One participant claimed we should be “100% focused on this.”

Solution Statement Response

Engagement 
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Engage and MotivateGermany

When Germany’s perspective of global problems is blended with their preferred 
solution statement, we personify their country profile as “Benjamin.” Benjamin sees that 
cultures choose to forfeit what is right, and rather than living abundantly they renounce 
the fulfilled, fruitful lives that could have been. However, Benjamin sees that we are 
specially designed to help fulfil God’s purpose, leveraging everything He has equipped 
us with to spread His Good News and share hope with all people.

• complacent • lazy • idle • insensitive 
• compromised • apathetic • negligent 
• detached • distant • sharp • rude 
• intolerant • careless • unintentional

Problem Statement Response

Relevant Terms
The problem statement that resonated most with participants 
in the German focus groups was So Much More is Possible. 
Participants personally identified with the sentiment 
that their life could mean so much more. The focus group 
conversation included a sense of urgency because there 
is so much room for advancement and improvement. One 
participant stated, “as Christians, we want to do something 
about this.”

Of the solution statements, You Are Uniquely Shaped ranked the highest across the 
German focus groups.

Participants were encouraged and inspired by You Are Uniquely Shaped because it 
paints a “positive picture.” The problem statements sparked conversation about “hope, 
courage and confidence” while giving voice to “necessary change” and a “chance for 
education for all people.”

Solution Statement Response
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Engage and MotivateGhana

Merging Ghana’s perspective of global problems with their preferred solution 
statement creates a country profile we can call “Sofia.” Sofia recognizes that something 
is very wrong with the world—that widespread injustice and hurt are all too common. 
But amidst this compromised lifestyle, Sofia sees hope and power through Christ’s 
example—that by His grace, lives and nations may be transformed.

• conflicts • uprisings • violence • war
• injustice • slavery • fighting • abuse 
• poverty • disease • oppression • fear 
• outrage • terrorism • threats • pain

Problem Statement Response

Relevant Terms
The World is Broken was the top problem statement 
chosen by Ghanaian participants. However, the discussion 
revealed feelings of “loneliness,” “violence,” “sadness,” and 

“hopelessness,” noting that the primary problems in our world 
stem from separation from our Creator.

All three Ghanaian focus groups chose He is the Example as the most relevant  
solution statement.

Participants were inspired by the message of “following Jesus’ example” by sharing 
“hope,” “happiness” and, above all else, “love” with a broken world.

Solution Statement Response

Engagement 
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Engage and MotivateHong Kong

When Hong Kong’s perspective of global problems is blended with their preferred 
solution statement, we personify their country profile as “Benjamin.” Benjamin sees that 
cultures choose to forfeit what is right, and rather than living abundantly they renounce 
the fulfilled, fruitful lives that could have been. However, Benjamin sees that we are 
specially designed to help fulfil God’s purpose, leveraging everything He has equipped 
us with to spread His good news and share hope with all people.

• complacent • lazy • idle • insensitive 
• compromised • apathetic • negligent 
• detached • distant • sharp • rude 
• intolerant • careless • unintentional

Problem Statement Response

Relevant Terms
The participants in the Hong Kong focus groups felt So Much 
More is Possible was a highly effective problem statement. 
They expressed feelings of helplessness and related to 
how people “lose the value of life.” This evoked a level 
of compassion and an acknowledgment of “the reality of 
spiritual need” in communities. They agreed that people don’t 
have opportunities to “live, love or worship” as they choose in 
various communities around the world.

You Are Uniquely Shaped was selected by two focus groups as the best solution 
statement to the world’s problems. “Everyone has his or her own talent to serve the 
Lord,” said one participant.

People were inspired by the “positive energy” and inclusive language. They felt that by 
recognising everyone is unique, it “makes people feel more confident” and ultimately 
will inspire involvement in missions.

Solution Statement Response
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Engage and MotivateUSA

The U.S.’s perspective of global problems, aligned with their preferred solution 
statement, can be personified as “Andre.” Andre’s profile sees that cultures choose 
to forfeit what is right, and rather than living abundantly they renounce the fulfilled, 
fruitful lives that could have been. However, Andre’s profile promotes a strong 
conviction to follow Jesus and love the world no matter what. A fearless drive to 
reach every person with His hope can confront and transform the deepest hardships 
throughout our world.

• complacent • lazy • idle • insensitive 
• compromised • apathetic • negligent 
• detached • distant • sharp • rude 
• intolerant • careless • unintentional

Problem Statement Response

Relevant Terms
The U.S. participants had a very diverse range of perspectives 
regarding the problem statements. Across all the groups, So 
Much More is Possible was selected most often but was never a 
top choice by more than 25% of any one group. Reflecting on 
that problem statement, one participant stated, “people take 
the easy road…they don’t figure out what to do to be fruitful. 
People are capable of so much more.”

Across the three U.S. focus groups, the solution statement that resonated best was At 
Any Cost. Participants were moved by the statement’s power and sense of direction, 
rather than it’s charge for sacrificial love.

In reference to At Any Cost, one participant exclaimed, “This is forever powerful, that’s 
just the truth!”

Solution Statement Response
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Global Summary: Hear
One size doesn’t fit all

This study revealed that even when we narrow the options, Christians 
around the world do not share a collective outlook on the world’s problems 
today, nor do they align on a view of how Jesus followers should be a part of 
the solution.

This underscores the importance of sensitivity in all mission-themed 
communications. To engage in fruitful conversations and presentations, it’s 
important for ministry leaders to convey mission opportunities in a way 
that will best align with the audience’s perspective.

Just as Jesus inspired two brothers on a boat to become “fishers of men,” if 
we desire to inspire action we must try to meet people where they are—
then we can journey together.

Words Matter
There is truth to the saying, “God gave us two ears and one mouth so that we could listen 
twice as much as we speak.” We must seek to understand the passions and perspectives 
that God has placed in the hearts of His people, before we speak. Our research revealed 
that some of the most common phrases meant to inspire Christians for God’s mission 
actually have the opposite effect.

Speak Plainly
Not one, single focus group participant said they were called to “utilise integral mission 
strategies,” or “bring the gospel to the least reached.” If we use words and phrases people 
are familiar with, we can open the door for deeper conversation.

Be Specific
A common barrier to engagement relates to logistics: the how, when and where of 
missional work. These unknowns lead to fears. Therefore, we should be specific when 
sharing needs and opportunities to serve. We should also be specific about the training 
and support available.

Take the time to understand the perspectives of those you seek to inspire,  
then craft your message in a way that connects their hearts with the heart  
of God. “Speaking their language” can open the door for interest and action!

While many of the focus group discoveries about worldview varied from 
culture to country, a few themes were consistently present:
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Salvation Through Sports Zambia
There are few things Zambians are more passionate about than football. “When you 
walk in the streets with a ball you will be surrounded by 50 kids,” laughed Christopher 
Kasale, field leader of OM Lake Tanganyika. 

Christopher’s team had been operating a large youth group in the area, but they weren’t 
seeing kids mature in their faith. They realised they had too many kids and not enough 
capacity to disciple them. They decided to start smaller. They started with one group of 
seven boys, pouring into them through a multi-dimensional approach. They studied the 
Bible together and taught the boys how to farm, handle finances, coach football, and 
uphold Christian values.

Now each of these seven young men coaches his own soccer team of 15 boys. They pick 
three to five boys on each team to further develop, encouraging the same types of skills 
and values that were taught to them. We give the kids certain conditions, like “before 
you come to practise you need to water your garden,” said Christopher. Within three 
months, each child is producing vegetables. The profits from the vegetables are used to 
pay school fees, buy food for the family, put money in the bank and purchase a  
new football. 

When kids buy their own football, it starts the cycle again to train more boys. “If 
someone asks me how many balls I need, I will say just one,” said Christopher. “One ball 
can change the life of a child – of a family. It can change the community.”

STORIES OF HEAR
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Keeping the Focus on Jesus Southeast Asia
Palin grew up in a Christian family in northern India. As a boy, Palin only nominally 
accepted Christian teachings, and later as a college student in the United States, he 
considered himself an agnostic. Palin’s course changed when he attended a Billy 
Graham missions conference in 1976 and shortly thereafter gave his life to Christ. A 
few years later Palin attended an OM conference and felt God was calling him to serve 
in India for a year. One year turned into twenty. 

Today Palin and his wife work in Southeast Asia where a significant part of Palin’s role 
involves helping OM workers avoid imposing cultural aspects of Christianity upon other 
believers, attaching unnecessary baggage to biblical principles. 

“The gospel will look different in every culture,” said Palin. “Forcing a Western version of 
Christianity on others might repel potential believers.”

For example, Palin started a church in India that has adapted to the local culture 
by imitating the 24/7 style of prayer common in the Hindu temples, providing 
opportunities for seekers to come at any time of the day to pray and converse over a 
cup of tea.

According to Palin, Jesus and the Church are not bound by any cultural or religious label, 
not even the label of “Christian.” “There is no “Christian” food, there is no “Christian” 
dress, there is no “Christian” wedding … you can sit on elephants and get married for all I 
care,” Palin said. “It’s about Jesus in your heart.”

STORIES OF HEAR
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Reflecting on HEAR

1)

2)

Overall, are you surprised by the results of the research as it related to what Christians 
HEAR about our role in the Great Commission? Why or why not?

Which 2-3 quotes from research participants stand out to you the most? 
Why?

3)

4)

As you read the stories of Christopher and Palin on the previous pages, how did their 
lives demonstrate that they HEAR their role?

Describe how the lives of those you serve in ministry might be different if each person 
was living out a life that fully embraced the two summary points from the HEAR section?
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When college student George Verwer and his two friends journeyed to Mexico to share 
Christ’s love in 1957, the response was overwhelming. The young men subsequently 
opened a Christian bookshop and launched Christian radio broadcasts there. As the friends 
expanded their reach to Europe, they proclaimed the great truth that God uses His people 
to reach the nations. Christians rose in response, and OM was born.

Over the decades, our commitment to those who do not know God’s love has translated 
into a multitude of ways to share it—from ministries serving refugees and the vulnerable, 
to international youth events and Christian art programmes, to a ship that travels the world 
to share His love and serve communities in need. We strive to creatively shine the light of 
Christ in all we say and do, so that His love may reach the farthest corners of the world.

“We will press forward until every creature has heard the gospel… the world is our goal!”

OM Founder, George Verwer

About OM
A Legacy of Love

1 - Gordon Conwell

About the Mission Gap Project

The Mission Gap Project began as a global research initiative 
to understand how to effectively communicate the Great 
Commission with Jesus followers. It became so much more.

The research evolved into an ever-expanding resource for 
church and mission agency leaders to help equip Jesus followers 
for living out the Great Commission, and address the missional 
gap seen in cultures throughout our world.

See missiongap.org for the latest resources and materials 
designed specifically for your ministry.

For additional copies, resources or  
engagement, please visit missiongap.org.

A Ministry of

Now you’re talking!
Our speakers are passionate about helping 
Jesus followers find peace, joy and purpose 
by living missionally for Christ.  

To invite a Mission Gap speaker  
to your church, visit  
MissionGap.org
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Mark 16:15 NIV

 “Go into all the world 
       and preach the gospel 
            to all creation.”

He said to them,

A Ministry of
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